CHAPTER 16, Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities; TCRP REPORT 95, Traveler Response to Transportation System Changes; is now in the TRB publication process. Release is estimated for the second half of 2012 (check www.trb.org/TRBNet/ProjectDisplay.asp?ProjectID=1034 for status). Chapter 16 may be the most comprehensive effort to date to consolidate what is known about pedestrian and bicycle facility, policy, and promotion impacts on choice of walking and cycling as a transportation mode and means of health-supporting exercise. (An outline follows.) While not “light reading” in any sense of the word, with 540 pages and sources from Aarts to Zwerts, it should provide a strong basis for informed advice and follow-on information dissemination by both the transportation and public health professional communities. (Photographs to illustrate chapter topics including use of the facility types covered are solicited — please email recommended photos or links to Dick Pratt at rhpratt@his.com with permission for TRB use.)
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